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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of power and channel allocation for multicarrier non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) full duplex (FD) systems. In such a system there are multiple interfering users
transmitting over the same channel and the allocation task is a non-convex and extremely challenging
problem. The objective of our work is to propose a solution that is close to the theoretic optimum but is
of limited complexity. Following a block coordinate descent approach, we propose two algorithms based
on the decomposition of the original allocation problem in lower-complexity sub-problems, which can
be solved in the Lagrangian dual domain with a great reduction of the computational load. Numerical
results show the effectiveness of approach we propose, which outperforms other schemes designed to
address NOMA-FD allocation and attains performance similar to the optimal solution with much lower
complexity.
Index Terms
Non-orthogonal multiple access, full-duplex, resource allocation, block coordinated descent.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of 5G, the coming years will see an explosive growth of mobile data traffic and
a dramatic increase in the number of mobile devices, calling for the introduction of revolutionary
wireless technologies to sustain the ever-increasing demand for bandwidth and services. Full
duplex (FD) and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) are among the most promising key
enabling technologies for 5G cellular systems [1].
The FD paradigm allows uplink and downlink transmissions to occur simultaneously on the
same frequency channel and has the potential of doubling the spectral efficiency of conventional
2half-duplex communication systems [2], provided that a sufficiently large part of the self-
interference (SI) is canceled. Self-interference cancellation is mostly done in the analog domain,
employing specific hardware [3] and, for the complexity of the operation, it is customary to
implement FD at the base station only.
NOMA, whose basic idea was introduced in [4], multiplexes several users on the same
spectral resources by exploiting channel diversity and can greatly increase device connectivity
in comparison to traditional orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes. Since allocating more
than one user on the same channel leads to severe co-channel interference, NOMA receivers
perform successive interference cancellation (SIC) to remove part of the interference. SIC is
based on iterative decoding and cancelation of interference and this leads to different problems
when considering the uplink and the downlink segments, respectively [5]. In fact, in the uplink
direction, all signals are received by the base station, which is able to decode and cancel the
various data streams according a given order with no particular problems. In the downlink
direction, each user receives its signal plus all the signals intended for the other users allocated
on the same channel, so that each user has to deal with this (potentially catastrophic) interference.
Accordingly, when it is possible, the receiver aims to first cancel the interference plaguing its
reception and then decode its signal. This leads to a set of constraints on the minimum rate seen
by the receiver for each data stream to be canceled, which greatly complicates the receiver task.
A deeper investigation of these constraints is made in the remainder of the paper.
The advantages of combining together NOMA and FD with respect to conventional systems
can be summarized in enhanced flexibility, fairer access and larger spectral efficiency [6]–[8].
A. Related work and motivation
Because of their nature, FD and NOMA have in common that, since they are severely affected
by interference, their performance heavily relies on channel and power optimization. In fact,
efficient resource allocation allows to fully capture the multi-user diversity of the system and
delivers great gains with respect to more mature and conventional technologies.
Indeed, the problem of power and subcarrier allocation has been intensely researched in the
last two decades. It originally dates back to the early 2000s, with the first relevant paper, the
seminal work [9], being published in 1999. Nevertheless, the field of optimization for wireless
communications is greatly evolved in all these years mirroring the growth experienced by wireless
communications in general. A major breakthrough is represented by [10], which first showed that
3the non-convex channel allocation problem could be solved close to optimality in the Lagrangian
dual domain. Since then, many other works have addressed the allocation problem in different
scenarios and for different radio techniques, covering cross-layer solutions [11], cognitive radio
[12], small cell and heterogeneous networks [13], cloud radio acces networks [14] as well as
MIMO systems [15], just to make few examples of very referenced works. Nevertheless, recent
5G-inspired systems, where radio resources are shared non-orthogonally among users, have
opened entirely new fields to investigate, as it is witnessed by the large number of recent papers
on resource allocation on D2D [16]–[18], FD [19]–[21] and NOMA [22]–[25]. Accordingly, the
new set of problems requires the introduction of novel techniques and algorithms. In particular,
in this case the main challenge is to constructively manage the inherent system multi-user
interference arising from non-orthogonal access to the channel. Unfortunately, interference makes
the allocation problem not convex so that its solution requires the use of advanced and complex
algorithms. In [26] the authors have shown that the NOMA-FD approach is theoretically feasible
and that can yield large gains over half-duplex NOMA and orthogonal multiple access, under
the condition that the cochannel multi-user interference is properly managed.
The resource allocation problem, central to the implementation of NOMA-FD systems, has
been discussed in [27]–[29]. While [27] considers multi-carrier NOMA, where co-channel users
are assigned different codes, [28] and [29] investigate power-domain NOMA, where users are
only separated by their different levels of power at the receiver. Both these last two works
first propose an optimal benchmark, which has unpractical complexity because of the nature of
the problem, and then study suboptimal solutions with a lower computational complexity. For
instance, [28] finds the optimal channel and power allocation by employing the framework of
monotonic optimization and then proposes a simpler algorithm based on the continuous relaxation
of the integral allocation variable, which is forced to assume integer values by employing the
barrier method. Although there are no theoretic limits to the number of users in a NOMA
system, this paper considers a system where two uplink and two downlink users are allocated
on each frequency channel, as it is common for NOMA-FD single-input single-output (SISO)
systems. The work in [29], which studies a system where the base station is equipped with
multiple antennas, deals with the integer allocation variable in the same fashion: first it relaxes
the integral constraint, so that the allocation variable can assume any value between zero and
one and then the problem is formulated in such a way that the relaxed variable is forced to take
an integer value by introducing a large penalty for any value different from zero and one. The
4performance of these heuristic methods tends to depend on the value of the penalty, which, if
not properly chosen for each different scenario, may lead to results very far from the optimal
solution. Moreover, the complexity of the proposed algorithms although much smaller than that
the optimal solution is still prohibitively high.
From a practical point of view the performance of NOMA-FD systems depends also on another
aspect: availability of reliable channel state information (CSI). This topic is still in its infancy:
in [30] the authors studied the performance of a NOMA-FD system under the hypothesis of
CSI errors and imperfect SIC and [31,32] deal with resource allocation with imperfect CSI in
NOMA systems.
B. Paper Contributions
The focus of our work is to solve the problem of channel and resource allocation for a
SISO FD-NOMA system with the objective of maximizing the weighted users’ sum rate, subject
to power constraints. This non-convex problem is particularly difficult to solve and the few
practical algorithms presented in the literature have still very large complexity. With respect to
the existing literature, we follow a different path to address the problem of dealing with binary
integer allocation variables. In fact, monotonic optimization and integer relaxation are not the only
techniques that can be employed to address such complex problems. Recent literature [10], [33]
has investigated the advantages of solving non-convex allocation problems in the dual domain
and sometimes a successful approach at dealing with large complex problems is to try to reduce
them in a sequence of more tractable subproblems [34].
In detail, the main contribution of this paper is a globally convergent algorithm able to solve
the NOMA-FD allocation problem to a (good) local optimum. Following a block coordinate
descent approach [35], the optimization problem is split in two steps that are solved sequentially
and iterated until convergence:
1) one uplink user and one downlink user are assigned in an FD fashion to each radio channel;
2) a second user to each uplink and downlink channel are assigned in order to maximizing
the global utility, enforcing de facto the NOMA paradigm on each direction.
The advantage of this approach is twofold: a) the combined computational complexity of the
two steps is much smaller than the complexity of the original problem, and b) we are able to
easily meet the specific NOMA constraint for user cancellation in the downlink. The novelty of
our work is to apply BCD, a classical algorithm for convex problems, to the solution of a highly
5nonconvex problem. To achieve this goal we slightly modify the original objective function by
introducing a quadratic regularization term that helps to achieve the algorithm convergence.
Moreover, even if our algorithm requires only a fraction of the complexity of the other schemes
in literature, its complexity can still be prohibitive. Thus, to further reduce the total computational
costs, we propose a second algorithm, still based on BCD, with yet a lower complexity and
similar performances. This new scheme is not iterative but employs the first two steps of the
BCD algorithm to obtain the users allocation for both FD and NOMA paradigms and then recasts
and solves the problem as a power allocation problem. Numerical simulations, which are carried
out for several different scenarios, show that the proposed methods exhibits performance close
to the maximum achievable optimum at a fraction of the complexity.
C. Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the NOMA-FD
system model; Section III presents the formulation of the weighted sum rate allocation problem.
Section IV describes the solution to the allocation problem based on the BCD algorithm and
Section V describe its low-complexity implementation. Finally, numerical results are illustrated
in Section VI and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a NOMA-FD system, where single-antenna users are served by a single-antenna
base station (BS). The available spectrum is partitioned into F orthogonal fading channels
collected in the set F = {1, 2, . . . , F}. We further assume that the propagation gains on each
subchannel are constant for the time horizon of radio resource allocation. We denote by U and D
the sets of the M = |U| uplink and N = |D| downlink users in the system, respectively. The set
of all users is denoted as A = U ∪D. We denote by si(f) ∈ C the complex information symbol
with unitary power of the i-th user on subcarrier f . The information symbols are assumed zero-
mean independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables, i.e., E{si(f) sHn (f
′)} = 1
if i = n and f = f ′ and 0 otherwise (sH is the complex conjugate of s). The transmitted signal
for user i on subcarrier f is a scaled version of the information symbol with scaling factor√
Pi(f), so that the transmission power is Pi(f). We stress the fact that, if i ∈ U , Pi(f) is the
transmit power employed by user i to transmit the signal towards the BS on subcarrier f , while,
6if i ∈ D, Pi(f) is the transmit power employed by the BS to transmit the signal toward user i
on subcarrier f .
With respect to traditional systems, the FD and NOMA technologies are implemented as
follows.
• The FD technology is implemented at the BS: by exploiting the knowledge of the transmitted
downlink signal, the BS is able to cancel a large fraction of the self interference that it
generates and simultaneously transmit and receive on the same channel. On the contrary,
due to hardware limitations, the mobile users operate at half duplex, i.e., they either transmit
(uplink users) or receive (downlink users).
• Both the BS and the mobile users implement the NOMA paradigm and are able to cancel a
certain number of interfering users of the same type (uplink or downlink) on each channel.
When A users are allocated on a given channel, the receiver employs successive interference
cancellation (SIC) to separate them. To perform SIC it is necessary that the signal to be
cancelled is perfectly reconstructed and this requires: a) perfect channel estimation, condition
which we will assume true for the remainder of the paper, and b) no detection errors.The
condition b) is obtained only if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the
signal that needs to be cancelled is greater at the receiver where cancellation is performed
than at the intended receiver.
Due to the high level of interference deriving from the combination of the FD and NOMA
paradigms, we will set A = 2 for the rest of the paper, as it is is customary for SISO NOMA-FD
systems [28]. In case of MIMO NOMA-FD, N can be much larger than 2. To maximize the
system performance, we assume that for both the downlink and uplink cases, SIC is implemented
by one of the two users allocated on the same subcarrier, thus canceling the interference from
the other one. For ease of notation, on each channel we will indicate with the term strong users
the couple of one uplink and one downlink user which cancel the interference of the other one,
hereafter referred to as weak user. In accordance with the terminology, we employ two sets of
binary allocation variables for each subcarrier f : the allocation variables xi,s(f) ∈ {0, 1}, set to 1
only if the user i ∈ A is a strong user on f , and the allocation variables xi,w(f) ∈ {0, 1}, set to 1
if the user i ∈ A is a weak user on f . According to the previous definitions, the set of uplink users
allocated on subcarrier f is U(f) = { i ∈ U | xi,s(f) = 1 or xi,w(f) = 1 }. Similarly, the set of
downlink users allocated on subcarrier f is D(f) = { i ∈ D | xi,s(f) = 1 or xi,w(f) = 1 }. We
7further define A(f) = U(f) ∪ D(f). Now, we can formalize the signal received for the uplink
and downlink directions.
A. Uplink users
Assuming perfect cancellation of the weak users, the strong user signal is received without
any interference of other uplink users. Hence, the signal yj(f) received at the BS on sub-channel
f for the uplink strong user j ∈ U is
yj(f) = βj(f)
√
Pj(f)si(f) + ζ(f)
∑
n∈D(f)
√
Pn(f)sn(f) + ξ(f) (1)
where βj(f) is the channel gain between transmitter j ∈ U and the BS, ζ(f) is the residual gain
relative to the self interference (SI) term, representing the effect of non ideal cancellation at the
BS, D(f) is the set of downlink users allocated on subcarrier f , and ξ(f) denotes the additive
white Gaussian noise with distribution CN (0, σ2).
The weak uplink user signal will also experience the interference caused by the other uplink
user. Thus, the received signal for the uplink weak user j′ ∈ U on subcarrier f is
yj′(f) = βj′(f)
√
Pj′(f)sj′(f) + βj(f)
√
Pj(f)sj(f) + ζ(f)
∑
n∈D(f)
√
Pn(f)sn(f) + ξ(f),
(2)
where user j ∈ U is the strong uplink user on channel f .
B. Downlink users
After perfect cancellation of the signal of the downlink weak user, the received signal for the
downlink strong user k ∈ D is
yk(f) = εk(f)
√
Pk(f)sk(f) +
∑
n∈U(f)
ηn,k(f)
√
Pn(f)sn(f) + ξk(f). (3)
where εk(f) is the channel gain between the BS and receiver k, U(f) is the set of the uplink
users allocated on f , ηn,k(f) is the channel gain between user n ∈ U(f) and user k, and ξk,f is
the additive white Gaussian noise with distribution CN (0, σ2). Finally, the signal at the weak
downlink receiver k′ ∈ D is
yk′(f) =εk′(f)
√
Pk′(f)sk′(f) + εk(f)
√
Pk(f)sk(f) +
∑
n∈U(f)
ηn,k(f)
√
Pn(f)sn(f) + ξk(f)
(4)
where user k ∈ D is the strong downlink user on channel f .
8C. A uniform notation for the uplink and downlink channels
A close observation of (1)-(4) shows that the received signal on subcarrier f for user i,
regardless of the fact that i is uplink, downlink, strong or weak user, can be rewritten in a more
compact form as
yi(f) = hi,i(f)
√
Pi(f)si(f) +
∑
n∈Ii,l(f)
hn,i(f)
√
Pn(f)sn,f + zi(f), (5)
where the set Ii(f) collects the users interfering with user i on subcarrier f , defined as
Ii(f) =


D(f) xi,s(f) = 1, i ∈ U ,
U(f) xi,s(f) = 1, i ∈ D,
A(f) \ i xi,w(f) = 1, ∀i.
(6)
The correspondence between the coefficients hn,i(f) and the various propagation gains can be
inferred by confronting (1)-(4) with (5). In general, if n = i the coefficient represents the direct
channel between an user and the BS while if n 6= i the gain coefficient is associated to an
interference term. For example, when i is the weak uplink user in channel f described in (2),
hi,i(f) = βi(f) and hn,i(f) is either βn(f) if n is the strong uplink user or ζ(f) if n ∈ D(f). The
term zi(f) represents the noise in the uplink or downlink receiver with variance σ
2 = E {|zi,f |2}.
Fig. 1 depicts a toy example of four NOMA-FD users transmitting on the same channel.
BS
j
j′
k
k′
hj,j(f)
hj′,j′(f)
hk,k(f)
hk′,k′(f)
hj,k(f)
hj′,k(f)
hj,k′(f)
hk,j(f)
hj′,k′(f)
Uplink channel
Downlink channel
Self-Interference
j, j′: Uplink Users k, k′: Downlink Users
Interference UL-DL
Fig. 1: Toy example of four users transmitting on the same channel.
According with the formulation provided in (5), the achievable normalized rate of a user i
allocated on subcarrier f is
Ri(f) = log2 (1 + γi(f)) (7)
with the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is
γi(f) =
|hi,i(f)|
2
Pi(f)∑
n∈Ii(f)
|hn,i(f)|
2
Pn(f) + σ
2
. (8)
9D. Interference cancellation
Interference cancellation is a key task in a NOMA-FD system and in our context requires
special scrutiny. In the uplink direction, interference cancellation is simple: all signals are
superimposed on the same channel and the BS decides the decoding order without any particular
constraint, so that in our setting we can decide to estimate first and cancel the uplink weak user
in order to receive the strong user without any uplink interference, as in (1). In the downlink,
the data stream intended for the weak user’s receiver needs to be canceled at the strong user’s
receiver. Accordingly, it is necessary that the weak users’s signal has a higher SINR at the
strong user receiver than at its own receiver. Unfortunately, the signal experiences different
channel attenuation and interference at the two receivers. Thus, to illustrate this new constraint,
let us focus on the downlink channel f , where k ∈ D is the strong user and k′ ∈ D is the weak
user. User k′ transmits with rate Rk′(f) as defined in (7). The achievable rate of user k
′ at the
receiver of k is Rk′,k(f) = log2 (1 + γk′,k(f)), where it is
γk′,k(f) =
|hk,k(f)|
2
Pk′(f)
|hk,k(f)|
2
Pk(f) +
∑
n∈U(f)
|hn,k(f)|
2
Pn(f) + σ2
. (9)
Accordingly, the condition for perfect cancellation of the weak user k′ is
Rk′,k(f) ≥ Rk′(f), k, k
′ ∈ D
∣∣∣xk,s(f) = xk′,w(f) = 1, (10)
The inequality (10) is non-linear and non-convex in the users’ power but can be converted into a
linear one. By exploiting the monotone property of the log function, one obtains the equivalent
form of (10) as γk′,k(f) ≥ γk′(f), which, provided that Pk′(f) > 0, is equivalent to
Γk′,k(f) =
∑
j∈U(f)
θ
(k′,k)
j,f Pj(f) + δ
(k′,k)
f ≥ 0. (11)
where
θ
(k′,k)
j,f = |hk,k(f) hj,k′(f)|
2 − |hk′,k′(f) hj,k(f)|
2, δ
(k′,k)
f = σ
2
(
|hk,k(f)|
2 − |hk′,k′(f)|
2
)
.
(12)
An interesting feature of (11) is that it depends only on the channel gains of users k and k′
and not on their power. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that indeed there is a dependence on
the users’ power: the relation (11) is binding only if Pk(f) and Pk′(f) are both different from
zero. Otherwise, even if only one of the two allocated users is transmitted with zero power,
the NOMA paradigm is not implemented on subcarrier f for downlink transmission, and the
constraint does not hold anymore.
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III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us denote by xs = {xi,s(f), i ∈ A, f ∈ F} and by xw = {xi,w(f), i ∈ A, f ∈ F} the
vectors collecting the strong and weak allocation variables, respectively, and by x the vector
stacking xs and xw. Moreover, let us denote by P(f) = {Pi(f), i ∈ A} the vector collecting
all the powers for all users on subcarrier f and by P = {P(f), ∀f ∈ F } the vector of all
powers for all the users and subcarriers. Given the the weights αi, i ∈ A, employed to enforce a
certain degree of fairness among users, the weighted sum rate on subcarrier f can be computed
for the strong and weak couple of users as
Us(xs,P(f)) =
∑
i∈A(f)
xi,s(f)αiRi(f), Uw(xw,P(f)) =
∑
i∈A(f)
xi,w(f)αiRi(f). (13)
We are now able to define the utility function U(x,P) as the weighted sum rate of all users on
all sucarriers, i.e.
U(x,P) =
∑
f∈F
Us(xs,P(f)) + Uw(xw,P(f)) (14)
The maximum weighted sum rate allocation problem can be formulated as
max
P0,x
U (x,P) (15)
subject to
∑
f∈F
(
xi,s(f) + xi,w(f)
)
Pi(f) ≤ PU , ∀i ∈ U (15.a)
∑
f∈F
∑
i∈D
(
xi,s(f) + xi,w(f)
)
Pi(f) ≤ PD (15.b)
∑
i∈U
xi,s(f) ≤ 1, ∀f (15.c)
∑
i∈U
xi,w(f) ≤ 1, ∀f (15.d)
∑
i∈D
xi,s(f) ≤ 1, ∀f (15.e)
∑
i∈D
xi,w(f) ≤ 1, ∀f (15.f)
xi,s(f) + xi,w(f) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {U ,D}, ∀f (15.g)
Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0,
∀k′, k ∈ D
∀f ∈ F
∣∣∣
xk′,w(f) = xk,s(f) = 1,
Pk′(f) > 0, Pk(f) > 0.
(15.i)
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Constraints (15.a) and (15.b) represent the power budget for the uplink and downlink users.
Constraints (15.c)-(15.g) ensure that a maximum of only one couple of strong and weak users for
both uplink and downlink directions can be allocated for each channel. Finally, constraints (15.i)
guarantee successful cancellation of the downlink weak user. The constraints formally explicit
that both powers of the allocated downlink users must be greater than zero to be binding. Going
along with other papers dealing with similar systems [28,33], we have opted for weighting
the rate of each user by user user-specific coefficients, rather then setting minimum data rate
requirements. This choice is in line with the handling of data traffic typical of NOMA-FD
systems in 5G.
The weighted sum rate problem (15) is not convex because of the structure of the utility
function in P and x and because of the binary integer nature of the allocation variable x.
Moreover, since the size of both P and x is FM2N2, solving (15) is further made complex
by the large number of variables and constraints involved in the optimization process. Table I
summarizes most of the notation employed in this paper.
IV. A GLOBALLY CONVERGENT ALGORITHM FOR (15)
Recent research [35] has showed that block coordinate descent (BCD), a class of iterative
algorithms traditionally employed to solve convex problems, can be used to address large-scale
nonconvex optimization problems. The idea behind coordinate descent algorithms is to find a
solution by successively solving the problem along a subset of optimization variables, keeping
all the other variables fixed. Under certain conditions, the block coordinate approach yields
optimal or quasi-optimal results with a fraction of the original complexity. When the problem is
noncovex, the goal is global convergence to a local optimum, hopefully very close to the optimal
solution.
Owing to the particular structure of the system considered, we propose a BCD algorithm that
alternates iteratively between the solution of the allocation problem for the strong and for the
weak users. The update rule at iteration ℓ is

x
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ)
s = argmax
x∈X
(ℓ)
s ,P0
{
U
(
x,P;x(ℓ−1)w ,P
(ℓ−1)
w
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)s ||
2
}
,
x
(ℓ)
w ,P
(ℓ)
w = argmax
x∈X
(ℓ)
w ,P0
{
U
(
x
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ)
s ;x,P
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)w ||
2
}
,
subject to (15.a), (15.b), (15.i),
(16)
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U ,D,A, F set of M uplink, N downlink, all users, and F sucarriers
U(f),D(f),A(f) set of uplink, downlink, all users allocated on f ∈ F
x vector collecting all the allocation variables
xs(w) vector collection strong (weak) allocation variables
X
(ℓ)
s,(w) feasible set for strong (weak) allocation variables on iteration ℓ
P vector of all power coefficients
P(f) vector of power coefficient of f ∈ F
P
(ℓ)
s,(w) vector of power coefficient for strong (weak) users allocated on iteration (ℓ)
PU(D) vector of power coefficient for uplink (downlink) users
P
(ℓ)
s,(w) feasible set for strong (weak) power coefficients on iteration ℓ
PU(D) maximum power available for uplink (downlink) users
hn,i(f) channel gain coefficient between n ∈ A to i ∈ A
Ii(f) set of users interfering with i ∈ A defined in (6)
Ci(f) set of users which are interfered by i ∈ A defined in (A.5)
γi(f), Ri(f) SINR and achievable rate of i ∈ A on f ∈ F
γk′,k(f), Rk′,k(f) SINR and achievable rate of weak k
′ ∈ D evaluated at strong user k ∈ D for f ∈ F
Γk′,k(f) linear NOMA constraint (11) to be fulfilled when weak and strong users k
′, k ∈ D
are allocated on f ∈ F
Us(w)(xs(w),P(f)) weighted sum of the strong (weak) users on f ∈ F (13)
U(x,P) overall weighted sum rate (14)
gs(w) Lagrangian dual function of the strong (weak) allocation process
Lj,k,s(w)(P(f),µ) Lagrangian auxiliary function accounting for the strong (weak) allocation j ∈
U , k ∈ D on f ∈ F
Lcav, Lvex concave and convex part of the Lagrangian auxiliary function; defined in (A.6)
TABLE I: Notation used throughout the paper.
where we have explicitly expressed U as a function of the variables currently under maximization
and the variables obtained by the previous step.
Each iteration of the BCD algorithm is composed by two steps: in the first step the objective
function is maximized with respect to the strong users’ block of variables, having fixed the weak
users variables; in the second step the utility is maximized with respect to the weak users, having
fixed the strong users’ variables. The algorithm is initialized by setting all the weak allocation
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variables to zero in the first step of iteration ℓ = 0, i.e., at ℓ = 0 all users are potentially strong
users. Moreover, the initial power coefficients are all set to 0.
In (16) the allocation variable constraints of problem (15) are collected in the following feasible
sets
Xs={ xi,s(f) ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {U ,D} | xi,w(f) = 0 } ∩
{∑
i∈U
xi,s(f) ≤ 1,
∑
i∈D
xi,s(f) ≤ 1, ∀f
}
,
Xw={ xi,w(f) ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ {U ,D} | xi,s(f) = 0 } ∩
{∑
i∈U
xi,w(f) ≤ 1,
∑
i∈D
xi,w(f) ≤ 1, ∀f
}
.
(17)
It is worth noting that the composition of the sets Xs and Xw may change from iteration to
iteration, because the condition of being the strong or weak user on a given channel greatly
depends on the presence of the interference.
As illustrated in Sections IV-A and IV-B, the allocation problem for the two steps in (16) can
be solved to a local optimum, so that, in theory, the solution of a new step of an iteration can
only improve the sum rate with respect to the previous one.
To enforce the convergence of the algorithm, the objective function in (16) has been slightly
modified with respect to (15) by adding the regularization term K(ℓ)||P− P(ℓ−1)m ||2, with m ∈
{w, s}. If the problem were concave, there would be only one maximum and the value of
objective function U would grow for each step of the algorithm until convergence. However, a
non concave function may have a larger number of local optima and an optimization procedure
without regularization might end up in a different local optimum, which could have a lower
value than the starting point. Nevertheless, as shown in [35], provided that the search is per-
formed in a sufficiently small interval, the function can be approximated locally as concave. Let
U
(
x
(ℓ−1),P(ℓ−1)
)
be the value of the utility at the end of iteration ℓ−1 of (16) and x(ℓ)s ,P
(ℓ)
s be
the solution of the first step of iteration ℓ. Given the interference determined by the allocations
x
(ℓ−1)
w ,P
(ℓ−1)
w , the solver maximizes the utility function U and, if P
(ℓ)
s lies in the proximity of
P
(ℓ−1)
s , it is
U
(
x
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ)
s ,x
(ℓ−1)
w ,P
(ℓ−1)
w
)
≥ U
(
x
(ℓ−1),P(ℓ−1)
)
. (18)
By adding the regularization term we introduce a penalty for any solution that is far away from
P
(ℓ−1)
s , so that P
(ℓ)
s is either forced to be in the proximity of P
(ℓ−1)
s or to exhibit a gain that
overcomes the penalty of the regularization factor K(ℓ)||P(ℓ)s −P
(ℓ−1)
s ||2. In both cases, the utility
function will improve with respect to its previous value as in (18). The same reasoning applies
also to the second step of (16). The value of K(ℓ) is chosen following the method in [35].
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Theorem 1. The BCD algorithm converges to a local optimum of (15).
Proof. We have just shown that at each step of (16) the objective function either increases or
does not change. The convergence of the BCD algorithm is guaranteed by the fact that the
weighted sum rate is bounded and thus it can not increase indefinitely but at certain point must
converge on a local optimum. At convergence, the regolarization term K(ℓ)||P − P(ℓ−1)m ||2 will
be null and the objective function of (16) will coincide with the objective function of (15).
In the following two subsections we will address both the strong and weak allocation problems
of (16).
A. Strong users Allocation (SA)
Let us focus on the allocation problem for the strong users at iteration ℓ. Taking into account
the power allocated in the weak allocation step at iteration ℓ − 1, the remaining power budget
for uplink users and BS is
P
(ℓ)
U,i,s = PU −
∑
f∈F
x
(ℓ−1)
i,w (f)P
(ℓ−1)
i (f), P
(ℓ)
D,s = PD −
∑
f∈F
∑
i∈D
x
(ℓ−1)
i,w (f)P
(ℓ−1)
i (f), (19)
and the strong user problem of (16) is formulated as
max
x∈X
(ℓ)
s
P0
U
(
x,P;x(ℓ−1)w ,P
(ℓ−1)
w
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)s ||
2 (20)
subject to
∑
f∈F
xi,s(f)Pi(f) ≤ P
(ℓ)
U,i,s, ∀i ∈ U (20.a)
∑
f∈F
∑
i∈D
xi,s(f)Pi(f) ≤ P
(ℓ)
D,s, (20.b)
Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0,
∀k′, k ∈ D
∀f ∈ F
∣∣∣
xk′,w(f) = xk,s(f) = 1,
P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0.
(20.c)
Even if not convex, problem (20) can be efficiently solved in the Lagrangian dual domain.
These types of problems present several local optima, due to the non-convexity of the objective
function. Nevertheless, it has been shown in [36] that by choosing a proper set of initial values,
even if strong duality does not hold, a local solution very close the global optimum of the primal
problem (20) can be found by solving the Lagrangian dual problem
min
µ0
gs(µ), (21)
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where µ = [µ0, µ1, . . . µM ]
T ∈ R(U+1)+ is the vector of the Lagrangian dual variables associated
to the constraints (20.b) for µ0, and (20.a) for µi, i ∈ 1, . . .M . The Lagrangian dual function
gs(µ) is
gs(µ) = max
x∈X
(ℓ)
s
P∈P
(ℓ)
s
U
(
x,P;x(ℓ−1)w ,P
(ℓ−1)
w
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)s ||
2
+
∑
j∈U
µj
(
P
(ℓ)
U,i,s −
∑
f∈F
Pj(f)
)
+ µ0
(
P
(ℓ)
D,s −
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈D
Pk(f)
)
,
(22)
where
P(ℓ)s =
{
P |P  0, P (ℓ−1)k′ (f)Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0, ∀k
′, k ∈ D | xk′,w(f) = xk,s(f) = 1, ∀f
}
. (23)
Now, we define the Lagrangian auxiliary function which accounts for the contribution of the
strong uplink-downlink allocation (j, k) on subcarrier f as
Lj,k,s(P(f),µ) = αjRj(f) + αkRk(f) + Uw(x
(ℓ−1)
w ,P(f))
−Kℓ||[Pj(f), Pk(f)]− [P
(ℓ−1)
j (f), P
(ℓ−1)
k (f)]||
2 − µjPj(f)− µ0Pk(f).
(24)
Hence, neglecting the terms not involved in the optimization, the dual Lagrangian function (22)
is equivalent to the following
gs(µ) =
∑
f∈F
max
x∈X
(ℓ)
s
P(f)∈P
(ℓ)
s
∑
j∈U
∑
k∈D
xj,s(f)xk,s(f)Lj,k,s(P(f),µ).
(25)
It is now possible to solve the maximization problem in (25) by computing first the power
coefficients and then the allocation variables.
The power coefficients can be evaluated by maximizing the auxiliary Lagrangian function (24).
Keeping fixed a single strong couple j ∈ U , k ∈ D, and the previously selected weak users by
means of x
(ℓ−1)
w and P
(ℓ−1)
w , the maximization process on P(f) involves Pj(f) and Pk(f) only.
Hence, the power coefficient can be obtain solving
[
P ∗j (f), P
∗
k (f)
]
= argmax
P(f)∈P
(ℓ)
s
Lj,k,s(P(f),µ),
j ∈ U ,
k ∈ D,
(26)
for each possible couple of strong users j ∈ U and k ∈ D. Problem (26) is a difference-of-convex
(DC) function maximized on a convex set, thus it can be solved by state-of-the-art methods as
described in Appendix A.
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Once the power coefficients are computed for every possible couple of users, the optimal
allocation variables for each subcarrier are obtained by selecting the couple which maximizes
the Lagrangian function, i.e.,
xj(f),s(f) = 1, xk(f),s(f) = 1, ∀f ∈ F , (27)
where j(f) ∈ U and k(f) ∈ D and it is
[j(f), k(f)] = argmax
j,k
Lj,k,s(P
∗(f),µ), f ∈ F . (28)
All the allocation variable and the power coefficient of users not allocated are set to 0, i.e.
xj,s(f) = 0, Pj(f) = 0,
xk,s(f) = 0, Pk(f) = 0,
∀j 6= j(f) ∈ U ,
∀k 6= k(f) ∈ D.
∀f ∈ F (29)
Having found the power coefficients and the allocation variables for a given value of µ, the
algorithm computes the subgradient of (22) as described in Appendix B, and it updates the La-
grangian dual variables with the cutting plane ellipsoid method [10], iterating until convergence.
The Strong user Allocation (SA) algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The main complex-
ity burden is represented by computing FMN metrics at each iteration on µ(t). At convergence,
the algorithm yields to local optimum variables, collected in vectors x
(ℓ)
s and P
(ℓ)
s .
Algorithm 1: Strong user Allocation (SA)
1 Input: P← [P
(ℓ−1)
s ,P
(ℓ−1)
w ], t← 1, ∆← 1: Output: P
(ℓ)
s , x
(ℓ)
s ;
2 while ∆ > 0 do
3 for f ∈ F do
4 for (j, k) ∈ (U ,D) do
5 Compute Pj(f) and Pk(f) by solving (26);
6 Compute xi,s(f) as in (27);
7 Update µ(t) as described in Appedix B;
8 ∆←
∥
∥
∥µ
(t) − µ(t−1)
∥
∥
∥;
9 t← t+ 1;
B. Weak users Allocation (WA)
After the strong users are allocated as described above, power coefficients P
(ℓ)
s and allocation
variables x
(ℓ)
s are obtained. In analogy with (19), the remaining power budget for weak uplink
users and BS at iteration ℓ is
P
(ℓ)
U,i,w = PU −
∑
f∈F
x
(ℓ)
i,s (f)P
(ℓ)
i (f), P
(ℓ)
D,w = PD −
∑
f∈F
∑
i∈D
x
(ℓ)
i,s (f)P
(ℓ)
i (f), (30)
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and the weak users’ allocation problem at iteration ℓ is
max
x∈X
(ℓ)
w
P0
U
(
x
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ)
s ;x,P
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)w ||
2 (31)
subject to
∑
f∈F
xi,s(f)Pi(f) ≤ P
(ℓ)
U,i,w, ∀i ∈ U (31.a)
∑
f∈F
∑
i∈D
xi,s(f)Pi,f ≤ P
(ℓ)
D,w, (31.b)
Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0,
∀k′, k ∈ D
∀f ∈ F
∣∣∣
xk′,w(f) = xk,s(f) = 1,
P
(ℓ)
k (f) > 0,
(31.c)
It can be easily seen that problem (31) has the same formulation of problem (20), with
different optimization variables. Hence, the weak allocation problem can be efficiently solved in
the Lagrangian dual domain, as the previous strong allocation problem, obtaining
min
µ0
gw(µ), (32)
where µ = [µ0, µ1, . . . µM ]
T ∈ R(U+1)+ is the vector of the Lagrangian dual variables associated
to the constraints (31.b) for µ0, and (31.a) for µi, i ∈ 1, . . .M . The Lagrangian dual function
gw(µ) is
gw(µ) = max
x∈X
(ℓ)
w
P∈P
(ℓ)
w
U
(
x
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ)
s ;x,P
)
−K(ℓ)||P−P(ℓ−1)w ||
2
+
∑
j∈U
µj
(
P
(ℓ)
U,i,w −
∑
f∈F
Pj(f)
)
+ µ0
(
P
(ℓ)
D,w−
∑
f∈F
∑
k∈D
Pk(f)
)
,
(33)
where
P(ℓ)w =
{
P |P  0, P (ℓ−1)k (f)Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0, ∀k
′, k ∈ D | xk′,w(f) = xk,s(f) = 1, ∀f
}
. (34)
The Lagrangian auxiliary function which accounts for the contribution of the weak uplink-
downlink allocation (j, k) on subcarrier f is
Lj,k,w(P(f),µ) = αjRj(f) + αkRk(f) + Us(x
(ℓ)
s ,P(f))
−Kℓ||[Pj(f), Pk(f)]− [P
(ℓ−1)
j (f), P
(ℓ−1)
k (f)]||
2 − µjPj(f)− µ0Pk(f).
(35)
Hence, neglecting the terms not involved in the optimization, the dual Lagrangian function (33)
is equivalent to
gw(µ)=
∑
f∈F
max
x∈X
(ℓ)
w
P(f)∈P
(ℓ)
w
∑
j∈U
∑
k∈D
xj,s(f)xk,s(f)Lj,k,w(P(f),µ).
(36)
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Also in this case, the resolution of the maximization problem (36) is obtained computing first
the power coefficients and then the allocation variables.
The power coefficients are evaluated by maximizing the auxiliary Lagrangian function (35),
keeping fixed a single weak couple j ∈ U , k ∈ D, and the previously selected strong users x(ℓ)s
and P
(ℓ)
s . Hence, for each possible couple of weak users j ∈ U and k ∈ D, we solve
[
P ∗j (f), P
∗
k (f)
]
= argmax
P(f)∈P
(ℓ)
w
Lj,k,w(P(f),µ),
j ∈ U ,
k ∈ D,
(37)
Problem (37) is still a DC function maximized on a convex set, and its solution is described in
Appendix A.
Once the power coefficients are computed for every possible couple of users, for each sub-
carrier, the optimal allocation variables are obtained by selecting the couple which maximizes
the Lagrangian function, i.e.,
xj(f),w(f) = 1, xk(f),w(f) = 1, ∀f ∈ F , (38)
where j(f) ∈ U and k(f) ∈ D and it is
[j(f), k(f)] = argmax
j,k
Lj,k,w(P
∗(f),µ), f ∈ F . (39)
All the allocation variable and the power coefficient of users not allocated are set to 0, i.e.
xj,w(f) = 0, Pj(f) = 0,
xk,w(f) = 0, Pk(f) = 0,
∀j 6= j(f) ∈ U ,
∀k 6= k(f) ∈ D.
∀f ∈ F (40)
The cutting plane ellipsoid method [10] is employed to update µ until convergence, as
described in Appendix B.
The Weak user Allocation (WA) algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. The main complexity
burden is represented by computing FMN metrics at each iteration on µ(t). At convergence,
the algorithm yields to local optimum variables, collected in vectors x
(ℓ)
w and P
(ℓ)
w .
V. A LOW-COMPLEXITY ALGORITHM
Even if the BCD algorithm always converges to a local optimum, its complexity depends on
the number of iterations needed for convergence, which is unknown a priori. To address this
issue, we propose here a simplified algorithm, which exploits the BCD structure but has a lower
complexity and comparable performance. The general idea is based on the observation that,
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Algorithm 2: Weak user Allocation (WA)
1 Input: P← [P
(ℓ)
s ,P
(ℓ−1)
w ], t← 1, ∆← 1; Output: P
(ℓ)
w , x
(ℓ)
w ;
2 while ∆ > 0 do
3 for f ∈ F do
4 for (j, k) ∈ (U ,D) do
5 Compute Pj(f) and Pk(f) by solving (37);
6 Compute xi,s(f) as in (38);
7 Update µ(t) as described in Appedix B;
8 ∆←
∥
∥
∥µ
(t) − µ(t−1)
∥
∥
∥;
9 t← t+ 1;
because of the specific structure of our system, which is based on interference cancellation, the
most important allocation decisions of the BCD algorithm are taken during the first iteration,
i.e. for ℓ = 1, while in the remaining iterations the algorithm mainly switches between similar
allocations and slowly updates the power coefficients. In fact, since interference is cancelled at
the receivers of both uplink and downlink strong users, to a first approximation we can consider
the allocation of the strong users almost decoupled from the allocation of the weak users. Being
the channel allocations of the strong users almost indipendent from the weak users, it is the power
allocation that takes a certain number of iterations before achieving convergence. Accordingly,
we propose a low-complexity (LC) algorithm divided in three steps: first, the strong users are
allocated by means of the SA algorithm, second the WA algorithm is performed to allocate the
weak users and, finally, a power redistribution algorithm (PRA) is employed in order to distribute
the power available on the allocated users.
A. Power Redistribution Algorithm (PRA)
The PRA is designed to optimally distribute the power coefficients once the channel allocations
are fixed; hence, allocation variables x = [xs,xw] obtained by the resolution of problems (20)
and (31) are fixed and not part of the optimization problem.
Let us denote as PU the vector collecting the power coefficients of the users allocated in the
uplink, indifferently if weak or strong, i.e., PU = {Pi(f), ∀i ∈ U | xi,s(f) = 1 or xi,w(f) =
1, ∀f ∈ F}. Similarly, we denote as PD the vector collecting the power coefficients of the users
allocated in the downlink, i.e., PD = {Pi(f), ∀i ∈ D | xi,s(f) = 1 or xi,w(f) = 1, ∀f ∈ F}.
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Under these assumptions, the power allocation problem can be rewritten as:
max
PU ,PD
U(x,PU ,PD)
subject to (15.a), (15.b), (15.i).
(41)
Once again, we can use Lagrangian dual decomposition to relax the power budget constraints,
obtaining the equivalent problem
g(µ) =
F∑
f=1
max
PU (f),PD(f)
L(PU(f),PD(f)), (42)
subject to NOMA constraint (15.i) and with
L(PU(f),PD(f)) = Us(xs,PU(f),PD(f)) + Uw(xw,PU(f),PD(f))
−
∑
j∈U(f)
µjPj(f)−
∑
k∈D(f)
µ0Pk(f),
(43)
where PU(f) and PD(f) refer to the power coefficients of the users allocated on subcarriers
f , µ0 is the Lagrangian variable associated to constraint (15.b), and µj , j = 1, . . . ,M , is the
Lagrangian variable associated to constraint (15.a).
Problem (42) is now separable for each subcarrier. Furthermore, it is sum of 2A = 4 difference
of convex function due to the 2A users allocated on each subcarrier; hence, it is a DC function,
where the expression of the concave Lcav and convex Lvex part are reported in (A.6). In order
circumvent the limitation of the NOMA constraint (15.i), we formalize a sequential version
of the concave-convex procedure [37], firstly for downlink and then for uplink direction. In
particular, the feasible set of the uplink problem consider the constraint only if the downlink
power coefficient evaluated at that iteration are both non-zero. At the (t + 1)-th iteration, the
power allocation problem can be expressed by:
P
(t+1)
D (f) = argmax
PD(f)∈PD
Lcav(P
(t)
U (f),PD(f)) +P
T
D∇PD(f)Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)),
P
(t+1)
U (f) = argmax
PU (f)∈PU
Lcav(PU(f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) +P
T
U∇PU (f)Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)),
(44)
where PD = {0  PD  PD}, PU = {0  PU  PU , P
(t+1)
k (f)P
(t+1)
k′ (f)Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0, ∀k, k
′ ∈
D(f)}. Note that PU and PD are inserted as upper bounds to prevent the algorithm to diverge;
the NOMA constraint Γk′,k(f) is considered only if both the downlink power coefficients are
non-zero during the same iteration. The convergence of procedure (44) is given by the following
theorem.
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Theorem 2. The sequential procedure given in (44) generates a sequence of power values such
that at iteration t+ 1 it is
L(P
(t+1)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) ≥ L(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)),
which finally converges on local optimum P∗(f).
Proof. Please refer to Appendix C
Finally, the optimal dual variables are updated as described in Appendix B. The power
redistribution algorithm proposed is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Power Redistribution Algorithm (PRA)
1 Input: x← solution of (20) and (31), t← 1, ∆← 1; Output: P;
2 while ∆ > 0 do
3 for f ∈ F do
4 Compute PU (f) and PD(f) by sequential programming (44);
5 Update µ(t) as described in Appedix B;
6 ∆←
∥
∥
∥µ
(t) − µ(t−1)
∥
∥
∥;
7 t← t+ 1;
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This Section will provide an evaluation of the performance of the proposed schemes. To
simplify the notation, we denote as BCD the overall iterative procedure defined in (16), and as
LC the low-complexity approach given by using SA, WA and PRA in sequence, as described in
Section V. As a term of comparison, we also show the results for the scheme proposed in [38],
referred as WMMSE, and the two optimization schemes proposed in [28], labeled as REF and
SCA, respectively. It is worth observing that all algorithms, with the sole exception of REF, make
use of sub-optimal iterative approaches that, at each iteration, solve an intermediate optimization
problem to ultimately obtain a local optimum of the weighted sum-rate. The optimal reference
algorithm, REF, is still an iterative approach, but it is based on monotonic optimization theory,
as proposed in [39], which guarantees the convergence to the global optimum. For comparison
purposes we also plot the results obtained for the OMA-FD case, obtained using the approach
proposed in [33], which is shown to be quasi-optimal.
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To get an insight of the complexity of the various schemes, we give in Table II the computa-
tional complexity of the algorithms in terms of number of elementary operations of the dominant
term per iteration, following the approach in [40]. In the same table we also present the number
of iterations needed for convergence. It is worth noting that, even if REF and SCA have the
same complexity per iteration, the latter requires a much lower number of iterations [28]. For the
algorithms we propose, the separation of the allocation of strong and weak users in two distinct
steps noticeably reduces the complexity per iteration with respect to REF and SCA. However,
the BCD algorithm needs a certain number of SA-WA iteration to converge, and, in turn, each
step needs a certain number of iterations of the ellipsoid method [10]. This lead to the largest
number of iterations of all compared schemes. On the other hand, the LC algorithm shows a
negligible complexity overhead per iteration respect to the BCD, but it only needs the iterations
for the ellipsoid method. For the proposed algorithms, we presented in the table the maximum
number of iteration needed for the convergence with the maximum number of users considered,
i.e. M = 50. In Fig. 2, we show the overall computation complexities as a function of M , in the
case of the same number of uplink and downlink users, i.e., M = N . It can be seen that the BCD
algorithm is computationally cheaper respect to both REF and SCA when the number of users
is more than 10. In every case, the LC approach has always a lower complexity. Finally, the
WMMSE approach presented in [38] has the lowest complexity among all considered solutions.
Algorithm Complexity
per iteration
Number of
iterations
REF O(FM2N2) ≈ 500
SCA O(FM2N2) ≈ 50
BCD O(2FMN) ≤ 3600
LC O(F (2MN+1)) ≤ 120
WMMSE O(F (M +N)) ≈ 200
TABLE II: Complexity comparison of
the algorithms.
Fig. 2: Overall complexity as a function of the
number of users M , when M = N .
To examine the performance of the allocation schemes, we adopt the Monte Carlo method,
averaging the results for 1000 of simulation instances. The simulated scenario is a single small
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cell with radius R = 100 m and F = 6 subcarriers with the same number of uplink and downlink
users, i.e., M = N . The number of channels and users is set to test the network in overload
conditions. The noise power is set to -121 dBm for all receiver. At each instance of the Monte
Carlo simulations, the positions of the mobile users are randomly generated in the cell with a
minimum distance from the serving BS of 30 m. To simulate an outdoor scenario in an urban
area, the propagation channel is generated considering the presence of log-normally distributed
shadowing with standard deviation σSH = 8 dB; the path loss attenuation is exponentially
proportional to the distance between the transmitters and receivers with the path loss exponent
δ = 4. For each subcarrier, we assume uncorrelated fading with channel coefficients generated
from the complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, 1). The SI cancelation factor ζ(f), f ∈ F , at
the BSs is set to a constant value of 110 dB, that is a reasonable value for the considered
scenario [41]. To achieve a a certain degree of fairness of the allocation, especially for the edge
users, the weights of the utility function are proportional to the distance di between user i and
the BS, i.e., αi = |
di
maxi∈U,D di
|2.
Fig. 3a compares the performance of the BCD and the LC approaches by showing the utility
U as a function of the steps of the BCD algorithm, for M = N = 6, PU = 14 dBm, PD = 24
dBm. It is worth noting that the odd steps represent the strong users’ allocations while the
even steps represents the weak users’ allocations. The solution obtained by the LC and REF
algorithms are also plotted. Similar plots are obtained with different set of parameters. Firstly, we
can note the impact of the regularization term on the procedure. When the regularization is not
employed, the monotone behaviour of the sum rate is not assured and Theorem 1 does not hold
any more. Otherwise, a correct value of K(ℓ) leads to the proper convergence. Now, let us focus
on the performance of the LC algorithm, which obtains the same performances of the BCD at
the convergence. For this motivation, the following plot will present the LC performances only.
Figs. 3b and 3c show U as a function of the available maximum transmit powers in uplink and
downlink, respectively, for M = N = 6. In particular, in Fig. 3b the maximum transmit power
PD in the downlink is set to 20 dBm, whereas in Fig. 3c the maximum transmit power PU in
the uplink is set equal to 14 dBm. In all cases the proposed LC scheme clearly outperform the
OMA-FD scheme, SCA and WMMSE. The performance gap between LC and REF schemes is
negligible, showing that it is possible to obtain performance close to the optimum with a much
lower implementation complexity. It is of particular importance the comparison with SCA, which
is another ’low-complexity’ algorithm designed to address the NOMA-FD problem. While in
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some scenarios REF and SCA are very close [28], in our setting SCA performs worse than both
REF and LC. This probably happens because SCA performance are very sensitive to the choice
of input parameters, which need to be optimized with great care for each different scenario.
(a) U vs the BCD steps compared with the result
obtained by LC and REF, for PU = 14 dBm, PD =
24 dBm.
(b) U as a function of the maximum transmitting
powers in uplink, PD = 20 dBm.
(c) U as a function of the maximum transmitting
power in downlink, PU = 14 dBm.
(d) U as a function of the total number of user in
the cell N +M , N =M , PU = 14 dBm, PD = 20
dBm.
Fig. 3: Performance evaluation for F = 6. For a) b) and c) the number of users is M = N = 6.
Due to the simulations’ computational load, the results obtained for more crowded scenarios
are reported in the next figure for LC, SCA, and WMMSE schemes only. Fig. 3d shows U as a
function of the number of users in the cell, for PU = 14 dBm and PD = 20 dBm. As expected,
all NOMA schemes outperform OMA for any number of users. Moreover, once again LC attains
the best results, outperforming both SCA and WMMSE.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the power and channel allocation problem for multicarrier non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) full duplex (FD) systems has been investigated. Following the block co-
ordinated descent (BCD) approach, we have proposed two algorithm based on the decomposition
of the original allocation problem in lower-complexity sub-problems solvable in the Lagrangian
dual domain with a great reduction of the computational load. The proposed approaches allow to
achieve performances that are reasonably close to the optimum and outperforms more complex
algorithms addressing the same optimization problem.
APPENDIX A
SOLUTION OF POWER ALLOCATION PROBLEM
Considering an iteration ℓ of the BCD algorithm, power allocation problems (26), (37) can
be expressed by the following general formulation:
[P ∗j (f), P
∗
k (f)] = argmax
P(f)∈P
(ℓ)
m
Lj,k,m(P(f),µ),
j ∈ U ,
k ∈ D,
(A.1)
withm ∈ {s, w} indicating if the problem regards the SA or the WA and, accordingly, the feasible
set considered. Let us firstly focus to provide a convex and bounded formalization for P(ℓ)s and
P(ℓ)w . For convenience, we will focus on the strong feasible set only; however, the description can
be easily adapted for the weak feasible set. Without loss of generalization, feasible set (23) can
be expressed by taking only into account the couple of users under examination j ∈ U and k ∈ D
as P(ℓ)s =
{
0 ≤ Pj(f) ≤ PU , 0 ≤ Pk(f) ≤ PD, P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f)Γk′,k(f) ≥ 0 | xk,s(f) = xk′,w(f) = 1
}
.
If P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) = 0, the NOMA constraint is always verified. Otherwise, if P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0, the
feasible set can be empty depending on the channel gains involved in Γk′,k(f). Indexing as
j′ ∈ U(f) and k′ ∈ D(f) the previously allocated weak users on f , the expression of (12) can
be simplified in Γk′,k(f) = θ
(k′,k)
j,f Pj(f)+ θ
(k′,k)
j′,f Pj′(f)+ δ
(k′,k)
f . Accordingly, the feasible set P
(ℓ)
s
can be expressed by
P(ℓ)s = {0 ≤ Pk,f ≤ PD} ∩


0 ≤ Pj(f) ≤
(
PU , P¯j(f)
)−
, θ
(k′,k)
j,f < 0, P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0
(
P¯j(f)
)+
≤ Pj(f) ≤ PU , θ
(k′,k)
j,f > 0, P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0
0 ≤ Pj(f) ≤ PU , P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) = 0,
∅, θ(k
′,k)
j,f = 0
(A.2)
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where (a, b)− = min(a, b) and (a)+ = max(0, a) and P¯j(f) = −
θ
(k′,k)
j′ ,f
Pj′ (f)+δ
(k′ ,k)
f
θ
(k′,k)
j,f
. If not empty,
set (A.2) is a convex and bounded. The same procedure can be applied on P(ℓ)w . A visualization
of this feasible set is shown in Figure 4.
P(ℓ)s
Pj(f)
Pk(f)
PD
P¯j(f)PU
(a) θ
(k′,k)
j,f > 0, P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0
P(ℓ)s
Pj(f)
Pk(f)
PD
P¯j(f) PU
(b) θ
(k′,k)
j,f < 0, P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) > 0
P(ℓ)s
Pj(f)
Pk(f)
PD
PU
(c) P
(ℓ−1)
k′ (f) = 0
Fig. 4: Geometric representation of the feasible set with different parameters.
Lj,k,m(P(f),µ) is a difference of convex function in P(f), i.e., it can be written as
Lj,k,m(P(f),µ) = Lcav(P(f)) + Lvex(P(f),µ), (A.3)
where the expressions of the concave and convex parts are reported in (A.6). Hence, prob-
lem (A.1) can be efficiently solved using the concave-convex procedure [37]. To elaborate, for
each iteration t, the convex part of the function is linearized at the t-th stationary point P(t)(f),
obtaining a concave objective function. Then, the maximum can be easily found by a numerical
solver. At each iteration the problem becomes

P
(t+1)
j (f)
P
(t+1)
k (f)

 = argmax
Pj(f),Pk(f)∈P
(ℓ)
m
{
Lcav(P(f)) +

Pj(f)
Pk(f)


T
∇(j,k)Lvex(P
(t)(f))
}
(A.4)
where ∇(j,k) represents the gradient respect to Pj(f) and Pk(f), reported in (A.7), while
C(i, f) =


A(f) \ i xi,s(f) = 1, ∀i,
D(f) xi,w(f) = 1, i ∈ U ,
U(f) xi,w(f) = 1, i ∈ D.
(A.5)
represents the set of users that receive interference from user i on subcarrier f . The convergence
of procedure (A.4) is given by the following theorem.
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Lcav(P(f)) =
∑
i∈A(f)
αi log2

|hi,i(f)|2Pt(f) +
∑
n∈Ii(f)
|hn,i(f)|
2Pn(f) + σ
2

−K(ℓ)||P(f)−P(ℓ−1)(f)||2,
Lvex(P(f)) = −
∑
i∈A(f)
αi log2

 ∑
n∈Ii(f)
|hn,i(f)|
2Pi(f) + σ
2

−
∑
j∈U(f)
µjPj(f)−
∑
k∈D(f)
µ0Pk(f).
(A.6)
∇(j,k)Lvex(P(f)) = −
1
ln 2


∑
i∈Cj(f)
αi|hj,i(f)|2∑
n∈Ii(f)
|hn,i(f)|2Pn(f) + σ2
+ µj ln 2
∑
i∈Ck(f)
αi|hk,t(f)|2∑
n∈Ii(f)
|hn,i(f)|2Pn(f) + σ2
+ µ0 ln 2


(A.7)
Theorem 3. The iterative procedure given in (A.4) generates a sequence P(t)(f) rendering
Lj,k,m(P
(t+1)(f)) ≥ Lj,k,m(P(t)(f)), ∀t > 0, which finally converge on local optimum P∗(f) =
P
(t+1)(f) = P(t)(f).
Proof. The convergence can be demonstrated by the following inequality relations.
Lj,k,m(P
(t+1)(f)) = Lcav(P
(t+1)(f)) + Lvex(P
(t+1)(f))
> Lcav(P
(t+1)(f)) + Lvex(P
(t)(f)) +

P
(t+1)
j (f)− P
(t)
j (f)
P
(t+1)
k (f)− P
(t)
k (f)


T
∇(j,k)Lvex(P
(t)(f))
≥ Lcav(P
(t)(f)) +

P
(t)
j (f)
P
(t)
k (f)


T
∇(j,k)Lvex(P
(t)(f))−

P
(t)
j (f)
P
(t)
k (f)


T
∇(j,k)Lvex(P
(t)(f))
+ Lvex(P
(t)(f)) = Lcav(P
(t)(f)) + Lvex(P
(t)(f)) = Lj,k,m(P
(t)(f)),
where the first strict inequality came from the convexity of Lvex, and the second inequality came
from (A.4). The algorithm converge to local optimum P∗(f) = P(t+1)(f) = P(t)(f), because
P
(t)(f) ∈ P(ℓ)m , ∀t > 0, and the objective function is concave on a convex and bounded set.
Finally, if θ
(k′,k)
j,f = 0 or θ
(k′,k)
j,f > 0 and P¯j(f) < 0 or θ
(k′,k)
j,f < 0 and P¯j(f) > PU , the
feasible set (A.2) is empty. Physically, this means that the strong downlink user cannot cancel
the weak downlink user signal for any transmit power. Hence, it is possible to skip to an OMA
configuration for the downlink, by imposing Pk(f) = 0, and computing the optimum uplink weak
power Pj(f) accordingly. This simplified mono-dimensional problem has the same expression of
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Lcav and Lvex given in (A.6), where Pk(f) = 0. The procedure will converge to a local optimum
Pj(f)
∗, and its proof follows directly from Theorem 3.
APPENDIX B
DUAL VARIABLES UPDATING
Dual variables are updated with the cutting plane ellipsoid method for all the three algorithms
SA, WA, and PRA. Let us focus on the update of the Lagrange variable µ(t), assuming computed
the power coefficients P(t)∗ and the allocation variables x(t)∗, for a given value of µ(t−1). Hence,
the algorithm computes the subgradient of g(µ) and updates the Lagrangian dual variables µ
according to the methodology provided in [10]. In particular, the subgradient di,m, i = 0, 1, . . . , U ,
m ∈ {s, w} associated to the i-th element of µ of the SA or WA algorithms is computed as
d0,m = P
(ℓ)
D,m −
F∑
f=1
∑
k∈D
x∗k,m(f)P
∗
k (f), dj,m = P
(ℓ)
U,j,m −
F∑
f=1
x∗j,m(f)P
∗
j (f), ∀j ∈ U ,
while for the PRA algorithm, it is computed as
d0=PD−
F∑
f=1
∑
k∈D
(
x∗k,s(f) + x
∗
k,w(f)
)
P ∗k (f), dj=PU−
F∑
f=1
(
x∗j,s(f) + x
∗
j,w(f)
)
P ∗j (f), ∀j ∈ U .
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Proof. For each subcarrier, the optimization respect to PD(f) will result in
L(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) = Lcav(PU
(t)(f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) + Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f))
> Lcav(PU
(t)(f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) + Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f))
+ (P
(t+1)
D (f)−P
(t)
D (f))
T∇PD(f)Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f))
≥ Lcav(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)) + Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)) +P
(t)
D (f)
T∇PD(f)Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f))
−P(t)D (f)
T∇PD(f)Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
U (f))
= Lcav(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)) + Lvex(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)) = L(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)),
(C.1)
where the first inequality derive from the strict convexity of Lvex and the second derive from the
first equation of sequential programming (44). Following the same approach, for the optimization
of PU(f) we obtain
L(P
(t+1)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) > L(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) (C.2)
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Together, relations (C.1) and (C.2) will yield to L(P
(t+1)
U (f),P
(t+1)
D (f)) ≥ L(P
(t)
U (f),P
(t)
D (f)).
Taking into account that the objective function is concave on a convex and bounded set and P
(t)
U ∈
PU , P
(t)
D ∈ PD, ∀l > 0, the algorithm converges to local optimum P(f) = [P
∗
U(f),P
∗
D(f)].
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